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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable provides information about the current development of safety conditions of the
train’s wireless backbone infrastructure for different use cases bound to freight railway
environment.
The main objective of this deliverable is the first preliminary hazard analysis for the wagon OnBoard Unit (wOBU) system. As focused in the development of new telematics and electrification
technologies that will enable better operation for different purposes, the wagon On-Board Unit
(wOBU) will collect all the information gathered by the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and
process it. It is necessary to analyze the hazards derived from this operation to guarantee the
safety of the services.
Based on this, the deliverable includes the following chapters:
• Background and Objectives: In these sections, the content of the work is included: objectives,
inputs available, expected main results and links to other WPs of FR8RAIL project and other
projects.
• Scenario Description: Real-world scenarios lead us to define the generic reference scenarios,
which details the context of the system. This reference scenario leads to a definition of the system
by introducing different use cases.
• System Description: Includes the operational architecture of the system and the product class
description.
• Preliminary Hazard Analysis: Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) has been performed to identify
potential hazards associated with the system. Therefore, the PHA provides an initial assessment
of hazards and identifies possible actions to eliminate or mitigate the hazards.
• Conclusions reached at this stage of the R&I and highlighted in this deliverable.
Keywords: PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS, CORRECTIVE ACTIONS, RISK LEVEL, SYSTEM LIFE
CYCLE, WAGON ON-BOARD UNIT, WAGON MONITORING SYSTEM, CARGO MONITORING SYSTEM,
POSITIONING, ON-BOARD TRAIN INTEGRITY, CONTINUOUS MONITORING, OPERATIONAL
SCENARIOS
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
ALARP
BNs
CAPEX
CMS
DEWI
EoT
ERTMS
FR8RAIL
IOBU
IMU
IoT
IP
OA
OPEX
OTI
PHA
R&I
S2R
TCMS
TI
UC
URs
V&V
WMS
wOBU
WPs
WSN
X2R2
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Description
As Low As Reasonably Practicable
Business Needs
Capital Expenditures
Cargo Monitoring System
Dependable Embedded Wireless Infrastructure
End of Train
European Rail Traffic Management System
Freight Rail
Locomotive On-Board Unit
Inertial Measurements Units
Internet of Things
Innovation Programme
Operational Analysis
Operational Expenditures
On-Board Train Integrity
Preliminary Hazard Analysis
Research and Innovation
Shift2Rail Initiative
Train Control and Monitoring System
Train Integrity
Use Case
User Requirements
Verification and Validation
Wagon Monitoring System
Wagon On-Board Unit
Work Packages
Wireless Sensor Network
X2Rail 2 project from IP2
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3 Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D3.3 “Preliminary safety analysis of the generic
application of train's wireless backbone in safety systems” in the framework of the S2R FR8RAIL
WP3 of IP5, Task 3.1.
Refinement of the Use Cases described in D3.1 and D3.2 of FR8RAIL project, evaluation of the used
methodology, analysis of the wOBU system operational scenario and the overview of the highlevel architecture build the basis for this deliverable. Contributions from railway mobility and
logistics service providers and suppliers of railway equipment are an integral part of this
deliverable.
All other deliverables of WP3 ”Telematics & Electrification” are connected with this report. This
deliverable describes the methodology and the specification of the operational scenario and highlevel architecture for the train’s wireless backbone.
Existing synergies within Shift2rail, with IP2 TD2.5 (On-Board Train Integrity) will be used, and in
following stages, the development of specific application of wireless-backbone technology for onboard EoT solution is envisaged. IP2 WP3 (Adaptable Communications) and IP2 WP7 (Smart
Wayside Objects) are aligned with the study of the system to develop the Preliminary Hazard
Analysis.
WP3 is closely aligned with WP6 ‘High-level System architecture and integration’ and WP2
‘Condition based and Predictive Maintenance’. It also has relationships with the Open Call project
INNOWAG and with X2R2 WP4 ‘Train Integrity’ from IP2 of Shift2Rail.
The works performed in this deliverable will be used in the early stage of FR8RAIL II to give the
first approach to the system architecture.
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4 Objective/Aim
The objective of WP3 is the definition of the requirements of telematics technologies (including
hardware, software, and algorithms), which will provide essential input information for different
applications such as condition-based and predictive maintenance, logistic services, traffic
management, real-time network management, and intelligent gate terminals.
The development comprises mainly a wagon On-Board Unit (wOBU), different modules of a wagon
and cargo monitoring system for maintenance and logistic purposes and also systems for on-board
and wayside communication such as integrity or coupling services. In this deliverable, the wOBU
development will be analyzed operationally. The wOBU will be the basis for being able to
implement applications, such as automatic train set-up functionalities as well as a technical
solution to provide information about the train to the Train Control and Monitoring System
(TCMS).
The objectives of this deliverable are to:
• study of the scenarios and the system from safety conditions perspective.
• provide a preliminary hazard analysis based on the product classes defined in D3.2 of
FR8RAIL.
• analyse of risk level for each analyzed hazard condition.
• analyse of corrective actions and the risk level after corrective actions.
The main results are the safety-related requirements in the design process of the proposed
wireless-backbone infrastructure. They will facilitate the later adaptation of the wireless backbone
technology to more specific safety requirements coming from specific safety-related applications.
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5 Scenario Description
In this section, a summary of the three real-world scenarios defined in D3.1 is given. These realworld scenarios lead us to define the generic reference scenarios, which details the context of the
system. This reference scenario leads to a preliminary definition of the system by introducing
different use cases.

5.1 Reference Scenario
In the deliverable D3.1, the real world scenarios were presented. In this deliverable, the reference
scenario derived from the real world ones will be analyzed to set the basis for the system
description and implementation in a real scenario.
In the deliverable D3.1: Requirement Analysis and Technologies Evaluation for Train’s Wireless
Backbone [1], an analysis of the reference rail freight scenarios considered in the scope of the
FR8RAIL project was performed. First of all, the following three real-world scenarios were
explained:
•

Scenario 1: Hannover-Würzburg

route_name
Hannover –Würzburg

total_length
328804.94

tunnel_length
125100.17

tunnel_number
68

Fig. 1: Hannover-Würzburg route description
•

Scenario 2: Zurich-Brugg

route_name
Zurich - Brugg

G A H2020 – 730617
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tunnel_length
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Fig. 2: Zurich-Brugg route description
•

Scenario 3: Sundsvall-Gavle

route_name
Sundsvall - Gavle

total_length
219645.39

tunnel_length
6816.16

tunnel_number
8

Fig. 3: Sindsvall-Gavle route description
According to these three scenarios, the first discrimination was performed, taking into account the
necessary criteria for the reference scenario proposal. The reference scenario was described in
G A H2020 – 730617
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terms of length, speed, freight density, types of goods to transport and the services that may be
deployed, among other features.
The following table offers a summary of the generic reference scenario extracted from the three
real-world scenarios:
Feature
Route Length
High Speed Rail

Description
150-300 km long, with high density of tunnels (up to 70 tunnels)
Faster than traditional freight rail traffic.
Radius of curvature: 5km
Freight Density
From 33 to 55 trains a day.
Freight Train
Composition length: 300-400m
Number of wagons: 16-18 wagons
Load weight (including wagon): 1700 t maximum
Wheel diameter: 920 mm
Electric brake power: 150-240 kN
Types of freight wagons Covered freight wagons designed for dangerous goods
transportation.
Open freight wagon to transport not dangerous bulk goods.
Container wagons specially fitted with securing equipment for
intermodal containers transportation.
Special purpose wagon.
Power supply
The system will be able to respond to innovative and technological
advances in the distribution of electric power.
Sensors and monitoring Fire and chemical detection
systems
Hotbox detection
Brake-locking detection
Profile clearance and chemical detection
Hazard alert systems
Wagon and Cargo Monitoring Systems
Positioning and Integrity monitoring
Coupling
Current systems should be manually operated. Automatic couplers
are intended to minimize human intervention to reduce injuries and
damages.
Train Integrity
Continuous train integrity based on new wireless services has to be
implemented in new scenarios.
Table 1: Reference Scenario Features [1]
Extracting conditions and high-level requirements from the reference scenario, the Use Cases for
freight rail innovation context was selected. In the following chapter, a brief description of these
Use Cases are given.
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5.2 Use Cases summary
The proposed Use Cases in FR8RAIL project are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

UC1: Continuous Condition Monitoring On-Board Freight Wagons
UC2: Automatic Coupler
UC3: Cargo Monitoring System
UC4: On-board Positioning
UC5: On-board Train Integrity
UC6: Wayside – On-board monitoring data integration

These Use Cases are described in D3.1 and refined in D3.2. From the definition of the Use Cases,
business needs and capabilities of the system were extracted, both of them necessary to perform
an early definition of the operational architecture of the system.
The detailed description of these Use Cases from the perspective of safety and non-safety related
functions will be given in future IP5 works during the gap analysis of the operational architecture
performance. However, the scope of this deliverable has to reach the first discrimination between
safety and non-safety issues, to perform the preliminary hazard analysis over the safety-related
functions of each Use Case.
Table 2 offers the first approach to the safety and non-safety classification. Nevertheless, in future
stages of the work, this table could be updated to accomplish the requirements and objectives of
the entire system.
Use Case
Safety/Non-Safety
UC1: Continuous Condition Only critical monitoring should be safety-related. Critical
Monitoring On-Board Freight sensor nodes such as temperature, wheel-rail forces or break
Wagons
status may be analyse under safety and security terms.
UC2: Automatic Coupler

Safety-related

UC3: Cargo Monitoring System Only dangerous goods transportation should be monitored
under safety and security conditions. Maintenance of the
cargo and regular logistics planning is not needed to be
safety-related.
UC4: On-Board Positioning
Critical packet data transmission must be safety-related. OnBoard Positioning functions during the inauguration process
should also be safety-related.
UC5: On-Board Train Integrity Safety-critical
UC6: Wayside – On-board At this early stage of the work, this use case should not be
monitoring data integration
considered as safety-related.
Table 2: Safety and non-safety related use cases analysis
G A H2020 – 730617
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To sum up, the analysis of the Use Cases from safety, and non-safety perspective will allow us to
define which scenarios has to be analyzed focusing on hazard detection. In the following chapter,
the operational architecture, and also the operational scenarios will be described. Preliminary
hazard analysis will take the safety-related functions of these scenarios to develop the hazard
selection, causes, consequences, and level of risk of each hazard.
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6 System Description
In this chapter, the first approach of the operational architecture for the wOBU system is
presented as performed in Deliverable D3.2 [2] from FR8RAIL project. This operational
architecture lead us to define the high-level architecture, and give an approach to the product
class implementation. These product class implementation will be analyzed from the the
perspective of hazards, and risks.

6.1 Architecture
Previous to define the operational architecture, an operational analysis was performed, based on
the description of capabilities, actors, and entities as well as activities, and operational scenarios
following the next workflow:

Fig. 4: Operational Analysis workflow
Capabilities were extracted from User Requirements, and Business Needs provided in D3.1.
Once the system is modelled in its first step, the operational context architecture is provided,
and presented in the following diagram:
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Fig. 5: Operational Context Architecture
This operational context architecture only describes the allocation of the activities into entities,
and actors as well as the relations between these activities through interaction arrows. However,
this diagram does not describe the dataflow or the starting/end point of the dataflow. To do that,
the operational scenarios were described.
The operational scenarios explains the behaviour of each capability of the system by establishing
a dataflow with a start, and an end point among the involved activities, and entities. These
scenarios establish the path followed by the data since this data is provided or requested. It is
important to emphasize that the scenarios are deeply related to actors, and entities since it is
intended to define in these scenarios the exchange of information between them. The interactions
between activities allocated in different entities have been taken in account to foreseen the
interfaces of the system, which have been developed in D3.7 [3], and D3.8 [4] of FR8RAIL Project.
A summary of the operational scenarios presented in D3.2 is given below:
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Scenario

Actors/Entities
involved
Continuous On-Board Services Systems
Monitoring
Freight Trains
Cargo Status Tracking

Logistics Planning

Services Systems
Freight Trains

Brief description
Provides the gathering of new data from train
sensors, and combines it with historical data to
show the current state of the assets, and
maintenance status to the final user.
Provides the gathering of new logistics data
from train, and cargo sensors and combines it
with historical data to show the current state of
the assets and the cargo status to the final user.
Provides the arrangement of logistics plans
from good managers and sends it to the
operators to update the cargo configuration.

Services Systems
Goods Managers
Maintainers and
Operators
Maintenance
Services Systems
Receives maintenance status data through the
Actuation Services
Maintainers
and continuous On-board monitoring and creates a
Operators
maintenance sheet to be sent to the
maintainers to execute the maintenance
works.
Cargo Failures
Services Systems
When a cargo failure is detected, the failure
Freight Trains
information is sent to the goods manager to
Goods Managers
create a new logistics planning and also orders
to stop the train if the failure is critic.
Train Inauguration
Services System
Describes the process of train inauguration
Freight Trains
gathering
coupling
status,
positioning
configuration and train integrity initial data.
Continuous
Train Services Systems
Describes the process of train integrity data
Integrity Monitoring
Freight Trains
exchange once the route starts after train
inauguration.
Wagon
On-Board Service Systems
Provides wagon position from the Wagon
Positioning Detection Freight Trains
Monitoring System and check this position,
Stand-alone Wagon both for a stand-alone wagon and for a wagon
integrated in the composition.
Table 3: Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection Scenario Description
Several risks may derive from these scenarios and it is interesting to briefly analyse them to
perform the hazard analysis in next chapters. Some risk examples are the following:
•

Continuous On-Board Monitoring
o Failure in sensors data gathering which may transmit to the services system that no
maintenance is needed yet.
o Failure in maintenance alarms which may derive in a critical failure of mechanic
systems (brakes, wheels, etc.)
o Wrong identification of an asset.
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•

Cargo Status Tracking
o Failure not detected in the sensors installed in the cargo. For example, a failure in
the temperature or humidity sensors when flammable goods are transported can
be difficult to detect a fire or a high probability of fire.
o Anomalous weight variation triggered by a cargo movement or fall.
o Wrong identification of a cargo container.

•

Logistics Planning
o Wrong logistics planning triggered by a wrong asset or cargo information provided
by the train services.
o Failures associated to human factors (good managers or maintainers and
operators).

•

Maintenance Actuation Services
o Fail in the transmission of maintenance sheet or communication loss.
o Failures associated to human factors (Maintainers and operators) due to a wrong
update of the maintenance works.

•

Cargo Failures
o Cargo failures detected during the cargo status tracking due to a movement of the
containers or a loss of cargo goods.
o Anomalous cargo failures detection which may force to stop the train in a
dangerous area.
o Communication loss between the On-Board system and the goods managers.

•

Train Inauguration
o Wrong detection in the WSN network (one node which is not in the planned
composition).
o Wrong detection of a wagon position.
o Failures in auto-discovery techniques.

•

Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring
o Loss of integrity signal due to a coupling error.
o Communication loss which triggers an alarm to stop the train in a dangerous area.
o Loss of train detection.
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•

Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection
o Low reliability due to cumulative errors concerning noise and calibration attached
to Inertial Measurements Units (IMU).
o Accuracy errors during the positioning detection due to the presence of a high
density of tunnels.
o Failure during the communication of positioning errors or alarms.
o Failure during the positioning function validation.

These examples can be considered among others when the hazard identification is performed.
However, not all scenarios can be classified as safety-related. To perform the hazard analysis, it is
necessary to identify the safety-related scenarios. In this way, if a scenario is classified as safetyrelated, the hazards concerning this scenario has to be considered in the preliminary hazard
analysis. In case of the scenario is considered as non-safety related, it is not necessary to analyse
the hazards concerning the scenario in this stage of the project. According to this, the safetyrelated scenarios are mainly the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous On-Board Monitoring for critical data transmission in degraded and emergency
mode.
Cargo Status Tracking in case of flammable and explosive goods.
Cargo Failures in case of flammable and explosive goods.
Train Inauguration
Continuous Train Integrity Monitoring
Wagon On-Board Positioning Detection

6.2 Product Class Description
The product classes were described in the D3.2 of FR8RAIL. Based on the solution implemented in
publications derived from DEWI Project [5], several product classes were proposed according the
requirements of the future system to be implemented. These requirements were collected in
previous phases of this project and wrote in the D3.1 of FR8RAIL.
The product classes are shown below, and they were explained in the referenced deliverables:
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Fig. 6: Product Class 1A: wOBU solution based in WSN Coordinators approach

Fig. 7: Product Class 2A: Wagon Transponder approach

Fig. 8: Mixed Transponder Approach
G A H2020 – 730617
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The following table gathers the most important features of each product classes:
Feature

Product Class 1A

Product Class 2A

Product Class 2B

Data Rate
transmission

Low

High

High

Wagon length
dependant

Yes

No

No

Coverage

Low

High

High

Wagon
electrification

No

Yes

Only wagons with
wOBU

OPEX/CAPEX cost

Low

High

Medium

Deployment

Easy and Fast

Complex

Complex

Safety and Security
capabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

I/O capabilities

No

Yes

Yes

Allow extra
network
communication

No

Yes

Yes

Table 4: Product Class Comparison
To perform a preliminary hazard analysis towards a safety analysis of generic application, several
risk or failure possibilities can be extracted from the product class analysis.
Concerning Product Classes 1A, 2A and 2B, the following risks can be identified as an example
among others:
•
•
•
•
•

Unauthorized access to Data Transmission System in wireless communication.
Failure in Data Transmission equipment when transmitting an emergency alarm.
Equipment degradation.
Failure in monitoring system.
Loss of power or an overload in the system. In Product Classes 2A and 2B all the wagons in
which a wOBU is installed needs wagon electrification.

Starting from these examples, each product class is analyzed to preliminary detect hazards related
G A H2020 – 730617
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to safety and security issues.

6.3 Operation Modes
This subchapter is intended to explain the different operation modes specified by Railway Groups
such as the UK Railway Group Standards [6]. The following operation modes are described:
•
•
•

Normal mode: This mode describes the way in which the system is designed to operate.
As an example, maintenance activities, line opening, continuous monitoring, etc.
Degraded mode: This mode describes the operation when part of the system is working
in a restricted manner due to a failure or a supervised process.
Emergency mode: This mode includes the operation when an unforeseen or unplanned
event occurs. Habitually, this mode is activated when a life-threatening or extreme loss
situation requires immediate attention.

The operation mode of the system is an important input to analyse the risk level of a hazard and
also the corrective actions to take into account.
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7 Preliminary Hazard Analysis
In this chapter, a Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) has been performed to identify potential
hazards associated with the system at the preliminary design level and propose corrective actions
where required. Therefore, the PHA provides an initial assessment of hazards and identifies
possible actions to eliminate or mitigate the hazards.

7.1 System Life Cycle
According CENELEC 50126 [7], the life cycle of a system is composed of several phases. Each one
contains tasks which comprises the entire life of a system, from the initial concept to the end of
the service. The life cycle of a system is shown in the following diagram:

Fig. 9: System life cycle
This representation of the life cyclic is known as the “V” representation, and it involves the
development activities as long as the designed system has to be checked with the concept and the
requirements. The stages of the life cycle are explained below.
•
•

Concept: This phase comprises the purpose and the scope of the railway project. The
concept of the project is defined, and the management team is established.
System definition: At this stage, the system description is prepared, focusing on identifying
the Maintenance and Operation strategies and conditions and establishing the mission of
the system.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk analysis: Comprises the hazard analysis and the risks evaluation.
System Requirements: This phase focus on the system specification through the functional
and non-functional requirements. The validation plan is established at this stage.
Requirements Apportionment: This phase specifies the subsystems and components
requirements and defines the acceptance criteria for subsystems and components.
Design and Implementation: At this stage, the planning is executed. The design of the
system is verified, and the analysis of tests is also executed.
Manufacture: This stage includes the production plan execution, the manufacture, and the
factory acceptance tests.
Installation: This phase includes the mounting process and the installation of the system
in its environment.
System Validation: Establishment of the commissioning of the system and the period of
operation tests starts.
System Acceptance: This stage includes the validation of the operation tests and the
evaluation of safety and security to validate the system to start the regular service.
Operation and Maintenance: Comprises the long-term system operation and launch the
maintenance works. This stage finishes with the end of the service.

Although the risk analysis is allocated between system definition and system requirement phases,
it is possible that this risk analysis has to be repeated in other phases of the life cycle. For this
reason, it is necessary to perform a preliminary risk analysis in this phase of the FR8RAIL project.

7.2 Risk assessment criteria
In this subsection, the risk assessment criteria for the preliminary hazard analysis is presented. The
ALARP principle (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) is commonly used in the regulation and
management of safety-critical systems. Following ALARP the most critical risks of the systems shall
be reduced or mitigated due to their intolerable consequences. In ALARP principle, risks are
represented on an inverted triangle, as shown by the following figure:
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Fig. 10: ALARP Principle
For Preliminary Hazard Analysis, once the risks are identified, it is necessary to classify them
depending on two important factors, following CENELEC 50126 Standard. This classification would
help us to define in what region of the ALARP principle are allocated these risks. The two factors
are the following:
•

Hazard probability: It is defined to assess the probability of occurrence of the hazards
identified in qualitative terms. The hazards could be distributed in the categories explained
on the following table:
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Code

Category

Definition

A

Frequent

B

Probable

C

Occasional

D

Remote

E

Improbable

Tolerably
frequency
(cases/year)

Like to occur frequently. Continuously
experience by the system.
Will occur several times during the item’s
life. During the life of the system, it can
occur frequently.
Like to occur sometime during the item’s
life. The hazard can reasonably be
expected to occur. During the life of the
system, the hazard can occurs several
times.
Unlikely, but possible to occur. It can be
assumed by the system that the hazard
can be expected to occur.
So unlikely. It can be assumed that the
hazard occurrence may not be
experienced by an item. For the system, it
is unlikely to occur but possible.

100
10

0.1

10-3

10-5

Table 5: Hazard Severity levels
•

Hazard severity: This factor is defined to provide a qualitative measure of the worst
mischance resulting from several kind of factors (human errors, environmental conditions,
design mistakes, component failures, malfunctions, etc.). The hazard severity can be
categorized in four levels as explained in the following table:
Code

Level

I

Catastrophic

II

Critical

Consequences of occurrence
Death, system loss or severe environmental damage.
Severe injury, severe occupational illness, major system or
environmental damage.

III

Marginal

Minor injury, minor occupational illness, minor system or
environmental damage.

IV

Insignificant

Also known as negligible. Trivial or possible minor injury,
occupational illness or less system or environmental damage.

Table 6: Frequency of hazard occurrence
G A H2020 – 730617
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Hazard frequency occurrence and hazard severity levels can be combined into a hazard risk matrix,
reflecting the combined severity and probability ranking for each hazard. The table below displays
the Frequency-Severity Matrix which will be applied for risk evaluation:
Frequency of Occurrence
of hazardous events

Event Severity
Catastrophic (I)

Critical (II)

Marginal (III)

Insignificant (IV)

Frequent (A)

IA

IIA

IIIA

IVA

Probable (B)

IB

IIB

IIIB

IVB

Occasional (C)

IC

IIC

IIIC

IVC

Remote (D)

ID

IID

IIID

IVD

Improbable (E)

IE

IIE

IIIE

IVE

Table 7: Frequency-Severity Matrix
The frequency-severity matrix could allow to define four risk categories, strongly related to the
ALARP principle. This description is shown in the following table:

Categories

Definition

Intolerable

Unacceptable. Risk shall be eliminated or mitigated. This category can
be identified in the ALARP principle as the top of the inverted triangle.

Undesirable

Risk shall only be acceptable when risk reduction is impracticable and
always with the agreement of the customer. This category matches
with the upper limit of the ALARP Region.

Tolerable

Acceptable with adequate controls and the agreement of the
customer. It matches with the lower limit of the ALARP region.

Negligible

Acceptable without review.
Table 8: Risk acceptance criteria
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The table presented above is used in the hazard identification and classification as the risk
acceptance criteria.
Once hazard assessment is finished, it is necessary to resolve hazards according to the risk
acceptance criteria and the ALARP principle, identifying intolerable and undesirable risks as the
most critical hazards that have to be eliminated and mitigated (if possible in case of undesirable
risks). Furthermore, to guarantee safety and security principles, the following criteria has to be
accomplished:
•
•
•

•
•

Unacceptable hazard conditions must not be tolerated by the system in the normal mode
operation after mitigation.
Only undesirable hazard conditions which cannot be mitigated or eliminated by the system
can be accepted, with the railway authority agreement.
The product classes which presents undesirable hazard conditions after corrective actions
must be considered to be reviewed under safety and security conditions in the design and
implementation phase.
The safety of the system cannot be dependent of corrective actions used by operators after
the inauguration process.
Software failures cannot be unacceptable or undesirable hazard condition after mitigation.

7.3 Hazard Identification
Once the risk assessment criteria is set up, this subsection is going to tackle the hazard
identification, taking into account the explanation given in previous sections about risk category
and the need of elimination or mitigation.
To identify hazards in a proper way, a hazard log must be introduced to explain which causes the
hazard, the effects of this hazard in the system, the risk category and the corrective actions in case
of necessity, among other fields. The Hazard Log is the functionality by which each hazard is
registered and managed. In the Hazard Log, a risk value is assigned to each hazard.
The process for hazard identification once the system is described through Use Cases, operational
scenarios and product classes taking into account the reference scenario derived from the real
world scenarios. Once these factors have been analyzed, the process for hazard analysis is shown
in the following figure:
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Fig. 11: Hazard Log process
A description of the hazard log is given in the table below:
Hazard Log Field

Field Description

ID

Reference code of hazard in the Hazard Log

Description

Description of the conditions or features that could cause an accident

Subsystem/Use Case

Identification of the subsystem/Use Case under analysis

Operation Mode

Normal/Degraded/Emergency

Cause

Description of the underlying reasons for the hazard occurrence

Consequence

Description of the consequent accident to support severity
classification
Identification of the risk category (including the probability-severity
code)

Risk Evaluation
Corrective Actions

Design, safety-related or other actions which can be used to reduce the
severity or the probability of occurrence.

Risk Evaluation after Identification of the new risk category according to the mitigation
corrective actions
actions.
Table 9: Hazard Log Description
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The table with the hazards and risks identified for the wOBU system are shown in Appendix A.
Hazard Log. The hazard analysis is divided by product class, to explain the different hazards of each
product class. In case of the same hazard is shared by two different product class, Hazard Log
shows the different consequences and level of risk for each one.

7.4 Hazard update process
The Preliminary Hazard Analysis presented in this deliverable only represents the early safety
analysis which must be performed in future works when the architecture of the system is
performed. This deliverable will set the basis for performing other safety-related activities in IP5
and other IPs with a scope which contains freight rail conditions.
The Hazard Log can be updated by:
•

•

Other hazard additions related to the existing Use Cases. During the design and
implementation of the system, several hazards which have not been studied yet can be
found. In each phase, the hazard analysis can be update by adding or deleting hazards
attached to the existing scenarios and product classes.
New hazard additions related to new Use Cases. The gap analysis which have to be
performed in future phases of IP5 projects might add new use cases which can introduce
new hazards.

7.5 Safety verification and validation
The CENELEC EN 50126 standard in its section 5.2.9 describes the purpose and scope of the
Verification and Validation (V&V) activities as follows: “The objective of verification is to
demonstrate that, for the specific inputs, the deliverables of each phase meet in all respects the
requirements of that phase. The objective of validation is to demonstrate that the system under
consideration, at any step of its development and after its installation, meets its requirements in
all respects”.
The same criteria proposed in EN 50126 has to be applied in the FR8RAIL project. The verification
activities are limited to the scope of each phase while validation activities are carried out as part
of the global demonstration. Both verification and validation activities will rely on analysis,
revisions, and tests which will be conducted according to the test cases and procedures defined
for each requirement after the identified mitigations and safeguards for each safety requirement
have been implemented.
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8 Conclusion
In WP3 of the FR8RAIL project, the wOBU is defined as the transponder that allocates and
concentrates current and futures services such as Cargo Monitoring System, Wagon Monitoring
System or positioning, among others.
The description of the system has to be supported by a preliminary hazard analysis which has to
establish the main risks that the services of the system has to tackle. The risk levels have been
meticulously analyzed to establish the first classification of the hazards according their severity
and probability of occurrence.
Once the analysis of hazards risk level is done in its first step, several hazards have been classified
as intolerable or undesirable, and according to the ALARP principles, they have to be eliminated
or mitigated by the system functionalities related to safety.
The analysis of the system from the the perspective of corrective actions to tackle the intolerable
and undesirable hazards is performed to tackle these hazards. In Product Class 1A, only one of the
hazards has been considered as undesirable, but this hazard has to be mitigated not only by safety
corrective actions but also security. The scope of this deliverable only tackle safety actions, so in
future stages of the work related to wOBU system, security has to be analyzed, and probably this
hazard will be mitigated to reach the negligible risk level, which is the desirable level for hazards.
On the other hand, Product Classes 2A and 2B presents a high rate of negligible hazards which in
this preliminary stage of the work shows that the system is prepared to tackle the hazards related
to safety issues.
The hazard identification performed give us an approach of the first safety analysis. It is important
to take into account that the maturity of the system is still low. The operational architecture offers
us an approach of the system, but to perform a detailed safety analysis, it is necessary to move on
to a system analysis of the architecture and the interfaces. A high detail level of the product classes
and a sensible analysis of each product class will be an important input in future stages of wOBU
design to update this preliminary hazard analysis and achieve a mature safety analysis.
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Appendix A.

ID

Hazard Log

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Failure in a
component of the
system

The problem is
unknown by the
driver or the
operators, so it can
trigger severe wagon
damages if the
temperature/pressur
e is high

Undesirable (IIC)

Inspection and
preventive
maintenance of
alarm
transmission
system.
Provide back-up
transmission
system for
emergency
alarms.

Tolerable (IIE)

Low Data Rate
Transmission

The temperature,
pressure or any
condition is not
provided to the
wagon monitoring
system, so it implies

Reduce the timing
for the safety
Undesirable (IIIB)
Tolerable (IVB)
critical packet
data transmission

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Product Class 1A: wOBU solution based in WSN Coordinators approach

No transmission
of wagon
PHA_001
emergency
alarms

PHA_002

Loss of a
monitoring
packet
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UC1

Degraded

Degraded
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

that predictive
maintenance cannot
be triggered in case of
necessary

Failure in
PHA_003 condition sensor
data gathering

G A H2020 – 730617

UC1

Degraded

[Document Code]

The Coordinator do
not obtain the data of
Missfunctioning of
the sensor, so it will
the sensor
packet the last
received data.
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Tolerable (IVC)

By installing a
timestamp in the
packet to be
transmitted allow
us to detect the
failure of the
sensor and reset it
through the wOBU
Negligible (IVD)
system.
It is possible to
reduce the
occurrence of the
hazard by detect
and substitute the
sensor if
necessary.

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

PHA_004

Equipment
Degradation

UC1

Degraded

PHA_005

Personnel risks
due to coupling
operations

UC2

Normal

PHA_006

Derailment risk
due to coupling
operation
failures

UC2

Emergency

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Reduce the
probability of
Environmental
equipment
Missfuntioning of the
effects or bad
Undesirable (IIID) degradation by
Negligible (IIIE)
system
performance
replacement and
continuous
maintenance
Give protection to
the manual
High risk of being
operations and
damaged. However,
The high number
minimize human
the automation of the
of coupling
Undesirable (IIC) intervention with Tolerable (IIID)
shunting operations
opearations
optimized
will minimize the risk
automatization
of damage.
and maintennce of
equipments
Reduce the
probability of
Failures during
Death, system loss or
cupling failures by
automatic copling severe environmental Intolerable (IC)
a safety critical
Tolerable (IE)
opearation
damages.
evaluation of the
entire
composition
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

during the
inauguration
proccess

Normal

The higher contact
forces between
the wheel and the
rail

The central buffer
coupler reduces
Undesirable (IIIC)
the reaction
between wagons

Negligible (IIIE)

Negligible (IIIE)

Negligible (IIIE)

Increasing iof the
nfrasctructure acces
fees

PHA_007

Damages to the
rolling stock

PHA_008

Damages to the
infrastructure

UC2

Normal

The higher contact
The central buffer
Increasing of the
forces between
coupler reduces
maintenance costs of Undesirable (IIC)
the wheel and the
the reaction
the rolling stock
rail
between wagons

PHA_009

Wrong
identification of
a cargo
container

UC3

Normal

Failure during the
inauguration
proccess

G A H2020 – 730617

UC2
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Loss of cargo or not
adequate monitoring Undesirable (IID)
of hazardrous cargo
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Double check
inauguration
verification

ID

PHA_010

PHA_011

DESCRIPTION

Critical cargo
failure not
detected

Loss of a cargo
data packet

Failure of an
integrity node at
PHA_012
the middle of the
train

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC3

UC3

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Normal

Normal

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Failure of the
Loss of cargo,
sensors installed in
probability of fire and
flammable goods
accident probability
transportation

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Intolerable (IC)

Proccess to check
the timestamp
and the correct
performance of
the sensors

Tolerable (IE)

Failure of a cargo
node

Cargo issues not
detected

Intolerable (IIB)

Redundancy in the
data transmission
Tolerable (IVB)
to avoid packet
loss

The node loses
communication
with the adjacent
one

Alarm detecting loss
of train integrity
which may stop the
train in a dangerous
area. Connection lost
with nodes allocated
after the node which
has the failure

Intolerable (IB)

Node redundancy
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Tolerable (IVB)

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

No response of
an integrity node
PHA_013
at the head of
the train

UC5

Normal

OTI node
installation error

UC5

Normal

PHA_014

G A H2020 – 730617
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CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Due the node is
connected to the
wOBU, the system
receives the
The node loses
Loss of the node and
integrity data
communication
the integrity data of Undesirable (IIIB) from the rest of
with the adjacent
this node
the composition
one
thorugh
redundancy and is
able to check
integrity
The procedure of
automatic OTI
The wOBU sends to
node localisation
The OTI node
the monitoring
shall be
identifies as the
systems a train
performed in safe
last wagon when it integrity confirmation Intolerable (IB)
manner during the
is not in the last
when it is not
inauguration.
wagon
monitoring the entire
Double check
train
inaguration
verification.
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RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Negligible
(IVD)

Tolerable (IE)

ID

PHA_015

DESCRIPTION

Invalid sent of
integrity

OTI Coordinator
node sends
PHA_016
integrity
information in
incorrect time

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

Normal

The woBU keeps
Failure of the node
sending train integrity
which transmits a
confirmation when
non valid keep
the wagon could not
alive message
be working propoerly.

Intolerable (IB)

Normal

The wOBU may not
update safe train
composition until it
receives a new packet
in correct timing

Intolerable (IC)

[Document Code]

Failure of a data
packing or a
timestamp error
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CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS
Through
redundancy and
timestamp, wOBU
may detect an
inconsistent
message or a
message in
incorrect time.
wOBU will
transmit to the
monitoring system
an integrity
failure.
The wOBU may
detect an
incorrect timing
and request for a
new data packet.
In case any answer
received, it can
raise an alarm to
prevent integrity
issues

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Tolerable (IE)

Tolerable (IE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

PHA_017

Repeated data
packet

PHA_018

Corrupted
messages
reception

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

Normal

The node sends
the data packet
twice

Normal

A malfunction of
the sensor which
send a corrupt
message

[Document Code]

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Trough the
timestamp field,
The wOBU may
the wOBU can
identify this two
identify a
packets as continuous Undesirable (IIIB)
repeated or
train integrity
redundant
confirmation
message and
discard it.
The wOBU ,
through the
backbone
The wOBU receive a
infrastructure,
corrupt message and
may detect this
is not able to
Intolerable (IB) corrupt messages
guarantee the
and order a reset
integrity of the
over the node
composition.
which generates
the corrupt
message.
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RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Negligible (IIIE)

Negligible (IIIE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

PHA_019

Failure in wOBU
data
transmission

PHA_020

Unauthorized
access to train
integrity
transmission
system

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Normal

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

The monitoring
system is not able to
monitor the train
integrity, and alarm
will be raised. In case
of safety critical
scenarios, the train
could be stopped.
The wOBU receives a
non-authentic
One of the
message that appears
integrity nodes is
to be authentic and
unauthorized
confirms train
accessed and
integrity when the
sends incorrect
train integrity is not
integrity messages
actually checked.
Compromise of the
system.
Failure of the
wOBU equipment
or in the
communication
between wOBU
and monitoring
systems
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RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Intolerable (IC)

The interface
between wOBU
and monitoring
system has to be
safety-related and
accomplish with
the rules and
standards.

Tolerable (IE)

Intolerable (IB)

Node redundancy
to detect
inconsistent
messages

Undesirable
(IIIB)

ID

PHA_021

DESCRIPTION

Availability of
the positioning
under 95%

Status of wagon
not detected
PHA_022
during
inauguration

Status of wagon
PHA_023 not detected on
the move

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC4

UC4

UC4

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

wOBU must
implement
alternative
positioning
services based in
IMU sensors

Tolerable (IIID)

Normal

Positioning
sensors failure or
shadowed areas
for GNSS

The monitoring
systems do not
receive availability
Undesirable (IIIC)
confirmation of
positioning and raises
an alarm

Degraded

The positioning
status sensor is
not able to
transmit the
stopped/parked
status

The wOBU do not
Human
receive the status of a
intervention to
wagon planned to be
check and validate
part of the
Undesirable (IIIB) the status of the Negligible (IVD)
composition, so it can
wagon and the
not validate
sensors. Reset the
inauguration.
sensor.

Normal

The positioning
status sensor is
not able to
transmit the
moving status

The wOBU do not
receive the status of a
wagon planned to be
part of the
composition, so it can
not validate
inauguration.

[Document Code]
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Intolerable (IIB)

Reset the sensors
and keep
maintenance
works.

Tolerable (IIE)

ID

PHA_024

DESCRIPTION

Position error >
5m

Communication
PHA_025 failure during an
emergency

Battery handling
PHA_026
issues

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC4

All

All

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Emergency

Normal

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Malfunction of the The wOBU detect a
sensor or wrong failure in the position,
calibration
and raise an alarm.

Malfunction of the
emergency alarms
and processes.

Overcharging of
batteries or
accidental rupture
of the battery cell

Loss of
communications.

Loss of sensors that
cannot be provided
by energy.
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RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Tolerable (IIID)

The system has to
be calibrated
before
Negligible (IIIE)
inauguration
phase to maintain
accuracy

Intolerable (IC)

Inspection and
preventive
maintenance of
alarm and
communication
systems in
emergency mode.

Intolerable (IB)

Wagons are not
electrified, so it is
necessary to be
provided by
Tolerable (IVB)
continuous energy
harvesting system
to provide energy

Tolerable (IE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

apart from
storaged power

PHA_027

Loss of power on
the wagon
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All

Normal

[Document Code]

Failed or dead
battery

Failure in the sensor
detection and in case
of integrity nodes,
loss of
communications
which implies an
integrity loss
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Intolerable (IB)

Correct
maintenance of
batteries and
predictive
maintenance of
Tolerable (IVB)
the batteries of
the equipment.
Continuous energy
harvesting system
is needed.

ID

DESCRIPTION

Loss of power on
PHA_028
the locomotive

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

Alll

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

CAUSE

An electrical
failure on the
locomotive

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

The train has to stop
until it recovers
energy. The wOBU
Undesirable (ID)
sends an alarm to the
monitoring system.

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Check the
locomotive
electrification
before
inauguration
process.

Tolerable (IE)

Product Class 2A: Wagon Transponder approach

No transmission
of wagon
PHA_101
emergency
alarms
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UC1

Degraded

[Document Code]

Failure in a
component of the
system

The problem is
unknown by the
driver or the
monitoring systems,
so it can trigger
severe wagon
damages if the
temperature/pressur
e is high
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Inspection and
preventive
maintenance of
alarm
transmission
system.
Undesirable (IIC) Provide back-up Negligible (IIIE)
transmission
system for
emergency
alarms. Safety and
security functions
can be deployed.

ID

DESCRIPTION

Failure in
PHA_102 condition sensor
data gathering

PHA_103

Equipment
Degradation

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

UC1

Degraded

UC1

Degraded

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Safety and
security
capabilities must
The Coordinator do
be deployed to
not obtain the data of
Missfunctioning of
minimize the
the sensor, so it will
Tolerable (IVC)
Negligible (IVD)
the sensor
failures in data
packet the last
gathering. Node
received data.
redundancy could
also be a good
corrective action.
Reduce the
Environmental
probability of
effects or bad
equipment
performance of
Missfunctioning of
Undesirable (IIIC) degradation by
Negligible (IVE)
wOBU equipment
the system.
replacement and
installed in any
continuous
wagon
maintenance
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ID

PHA_104

PHA_105

DESCRIPTION

Personnel risks
due to coupling
operations

Derailment risk
due to coupling
operation
failures
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SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC2

UC2

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Emergency

[Document Code]

CAUSE

The high number
of coupling
opearations

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Develop sefaty
functions to
High risk of being
provide a better
damaged. However,
and safe handling
the automation of the
of the
Undesirable (IIC)
Negligible (IIIE)
shunting operations
couplersautomatic
will minimize the risk
ally. Safety
of damage.
functionalities
minimize human
intervention.

Failures during
automatic copling
opearation. The
ocurrence
probability is
Death, system loss or
minimized by
severe environmental Undesirable (ID)
safety protocols
damages.
and functionalities
during the
inauguration
phase and on the
move.
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Reduce the
probability of
cupling failures by
a safety critical
evaluation during
the trip.

Tolerable (IIE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

PHA_106

Damages to the
rolling stock

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC2

OPERATION
MODE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Normal

Negligible (IIIE)

Normal

The higher contact
The central buffer
Increasing of the
forces between
coupler reduces
maintenance costs of Undesirable (IIC)
the wheel and the
the reaction
the rolling stock
rail
between wagons

Negligible (IIIE)

Loss of cargo or not
adequate monitoring
Failure during the
of hazardorous cargo.
inauguration
Safety functionalities
proccess
in wOBU system
minimizes the hazard.

Damages to the
infrastructure

PHA_108

Wrong
identification of
a cargo
container

UC3

Normal

PHA_109

Critical cargo
failure not
detected

UC3

Normal

G A H2020 – 730617

CONSEQUENCE

The higher contact
The central buffer
Increasing of the
forces between
coupler reduces
infrasctructure acces Undesirable (IIIC)
the wheel and the
the reaction
fees
rail
between wagons.

PHA_107

UC2

CAUSE

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

[Document Code]

Safety
functionalities
guarantees double
Tolerable (IIIC)
Negligible (IIIE)
check
inauguration
verification
Proccess to check
the timestamp
Failure of the
Loss of cargo,
and the correct
sensors installed in
probability of fire and Undesirable (ID)
performance of Negligible (IIIE)
flammable goods
accident probability
the sensors. Safety
transportation
functionalities on
the move
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ID

PHA_110

DESCRIPTION

Loss of a cargo
data packet

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

UC3

Normal

No response of
an integrity node
PHA_111
at the middle of
the train

UC5

Normal

Failure of an
integrity node at
PHA_112
the head of the
train

UC5

Normal

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Cargo issues not
detected. WOBU
Apart from
installed in all wagons
redundancy, reset,
Failure of a cargo
allow to detect the Undesirable (IIC)
or other safety
Negligible (IVD)
node
problem minimizing
functionalities
the timing to
may be applied.
respond.
The node has to be
Continuous check
The node loses
reseted. wOBU can
of the node status
communication
check the integrity by Undesirable (IIIB)
by the wOBU
Negligible (IVD)
with the wOBU of
connecting with the
through safety
its wagon.
adjacent wOBU.
functionalities.
Due the node is
connected to the
wOBU, the system
receives the
The node loses
Loss of the node but
integrity data
communication
the integrity data is
Tolerable (IVC)
from the rest of Negligible (IVE)
with the adjacent
preserved by the
the composition
one
wOBU redundancy.
throrugh
redundancy and is
able to check
integrity
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

PHA_113

OTI node
installation error

UC5

Normal

PHA_114

Invalid sent of
integrity

UC5

Normal

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

The consequences
The OTI node
are minimized by the
Tagged last wagon
identifies as the
installing of a wOBU
wOBU as tail and
last wagon when it
in each wagon.
Undesirable (IID) safety protocols Negligible (IVD)
is not in the last
Anyway, the wOBU
minimized the
wagon
may send an incorrect
installation error.
status.
Through
redundancy and
timestamp, wOBU
may detect an
inconsistent
The woBU keeps
message or a
Failure of the node
sending train integrity
message in
which transmits a
confirmation when
Intolerable (IB)
incorrect time.
Negligible (IIIE)
non valid keep
the wagon could not
Other wOBUs can
alive message
be working properly.
detect the
problem and
report to the
monitoring system
through safety
functionalities
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ID

DESCRIPTION

OTI Coordinator
node sends
PHA_115
integrity
information in
incorrect time

PHA_116

Repeated data
packet

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Normal

[Document Code]

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Failure of a data
packing or a
timestamp error

The wOBU may not
update safe train
composition until it
receives a new packet
in correct timing

The node sends
the data packet
twice

wOBU safety
The wOBU may
functionalities
identify this two
may minimize the
packets as continuous Undesirable (IIIB)
probability and
train integrity
severity of this
confirmation
occurrence.
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Intolerable (IC)

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

WoBU installed in
the wagon can
Negligible (IIIE)
reset the node in a
safety way.

Negligible (IVE)

ID

PHA_117

PHA_118

DESCRIPTION

Corrupted
messages
reception

Failure in wOBU
data
transmission

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Normal

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

A malfunction of
the sensor which
send a corrupt
message

The wOBU receive a
corrupt message and
is not able to
guarantee the
integrity of the
composition.

Failure of the
wOBU equipment
or in the
communication
between wOBU
and monitoring
systems

The monitoring
system is not able to
monitor the train
integrity from this
wOBU. In case of
safety critical
scenarios, the train
could be stopped.
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RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Intolerable (IB)

The wOBU
installed in the
wagon, may
detect this corrupt
messages and
Negligible (IVE)
order a reset over
the node which
generates the
corrupt message.

Intolerable (IIB)

Adjacent wOBUs
can check the
integrity in case of
a wOBU failure.
Furthermore, the
Negligible (IIIE)
interface between
wOBU and
monitoring
systems has to be
safety-related.

ID

DESCRIPTION

Unauthorized
acess to integrity
PHA_119
transmission
system

Integrity failure
when adding
PHA_120
new wagons to
the composition

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Normal

The wOBU receives a
non-authentic
One of the
message that appears
integrity nodes is
to be authentic and
unauthorized
confirms train
accesed and sends integrity when the
incorrect integrity train integrity is not
messages
actually checked.
Compromise of the
system.

Normal

An integrity alarm is
raised, and wOBU
communicate a Train
Integrity loss to the
monitoring systems.

[Document Code]

wOBU do not
receive the new
value of the train
length correctly.
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RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Intolerable (IB)

WOBU network
along the
infrastructure may
detect in a safe
manner when a
Tolerable (IVB)
node is
unauthorized and
acts again the
unauthorized
access.

Intolerable (IC)

Safety
functionalities
related to selfTolerable (IVC)
discovery of nodes
and wOBUs may
be implemented.

ID

DESCRIPTION

Failure in a node
PHA_121
discovery

PHA_122

Availability of
the positioning
under 95%

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC4

OPERATION
MODE

Degraded

Normal

[Document Code]

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

wOBU do not
identify a node as
part of the
composition when
it has to be in the
composition

Degraded mode has
to be activated to
recheck the
composition
automatically,
requiring human
intervention if
necessary.

Undesirable (IIIC)

Safety protocols
could minimize
human
intervention.

Negligible (IVD)

Positioning
sensors failure or
shadowed areas
for GNSS

The monitoring
systems do not
receive availability
confirmation of
positioning and raise
an alarm

wOBU must
ireport directly the
position to the
monitoring system
Undesirable (IIC)
Negligible (IIIE)
combining GPS
with GNSS
positioning
services.

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

Status of wagon
not detected
PHA_123
during
inauguration

UC4

Degraded

Position error >
5m

UC4

Normal

PHA_124

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

CAUSE

The positioning
status sensor is
not able to
transmit the
stopped/parked
status

CONSEQUENCE

The wOBU do not
receive the status of a
wagon planned to be
part of the
composition, so it can
not validate
inauguration.

Malfunction of the The wOBU detect a
sensor or wrong failure in the position,
calibration
and raise an alarm.
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RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

wOBU installed in
each wagon could
reset the
positioning sensor
minimize human
intervention.
Undesirable (IIIB)
Negligible (IVE)
Human
intervention to
check and validate
the status of the
wagon and the
sensors.
The system has to
be calibrated
before
inauguration
phase to maintain
Tolerable (IIID)
accuracy. WOBU Negligible (IVE)
can reset sensors
on the move to
avoid
malfunctioning
when an

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

inconsistent
message is
received.

Status of wagon
PHA_125 not detected on
the move

G A H2020 – 730617

UC4

Normal

[Document Code]

The positioning
status sensor is
not able to
transmit the
moving status

The wOBU do not
receive the status of a
wagon planned to be
part of the
composition, so it can
not validate
inauguration.
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Intolerable (IIB)

Reset the sensors
and keep
maintenance
works. Safety and
security
functionalities
have to be
activated.

Negligible (IIIE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

Communication
PHA_126 failure during an
emergency

Loss of power in
PHA_127
electrified
wagons

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

All

All

OPERATION
MODE

Emergency

Normal

[Document Code]

CAUSE

Malfunction of the
emergency alarms
and processes.

CONSEQUENCE

Loss of
communications.

The wOBU sends an
alarm to the
Electrical failure in
monitoring system. A
a wagon due to an
loss of wOBU
overload
communication can
be produced.
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RISK
EVALUATION

Intolerable (IC)

Intolerable (IC)

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Inspection and
preventive
maintenance of
alarm and
communication
systems in
Tolerable (IIE)
emergency mode.
Safety
functionalities on
the move can
minimize the
hazard severity.
The wOBU
network can
retrieve
monitoring data to
maintain the
Negligible (IVD)
information about
the composition
status to the
monitoring
systems.

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Product Class 2B: Mixed Transponder Approach

No transmission
of wagon
PHA_201
emergency
alarms

UC1

Degraded

Failure in
PHA_202 condition sensor
data gathering

UC1

Degraded

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

Addecuate
inspection and
The problem is
maintenance of
unknown by the
alarm
driver or the
transmission
Failure in a
monitoring systems,
system.
component of the
so it can trigger
Undesirable (IIC) Provide back-up Negligible (IIIE)
system
severe wagon
transmission
damages if the
system for
temperature/pressur
emergency
e is high
alarms. Safety and
security functions
can be deployed.
Safety and
The Coordinator do
security
not obtain the data of
Missfunctioning of
capabilities must
the sensor, so it will
Tolerable (IVC)
Negligible (IVD)
the sensor
be deployed to
packet the last
minimize the
received data.
failures in data
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

gathering. Node
redundancy could
also be a good
corrective action.

PHA_203

PHA_204

Equipment
Degradation

Personnel risks
due to coupling
operations

G A H2020 – 730617

UC1

UC2

Degraded

Normal

[Document Code]

Environmental
effects or bad
performance of Malfunctioning of the
wOBU equipment
system.
installed in any
wagon

The high number
of coupling
operations

Tolerable (IIID)

High risk of being
damaged. However,
the automation of the
Undesirable (IIC)
shunting operations
will minimize the risk
of damage.
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Reduce the
probability of
equipment
degradation by
replacement and
continuous
maintenance
Develop safety
functions to
provide a better
and safe handling
of the couplers
automatically.
Safety
functionalities
minimize human
intervention.

Negligible (IVE)

Negligible (IIIE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

PHA_205

Derailment risk
due to coupling
operation
failures

PHA_206

Damages to the
rolling stock

UC2

Normal

PHA_207

Damages to the
infrastructure

UC2

Normal

G A H2020 – 730617

UC2

Emergency

[Document Code]

CAUSE

Failures during
automatic copling
opearation. The
ocurrence
probability is
minimized by
safety protocols
and functionalities
during the
inauguration
phase and on the
move.
The higher contact
forces between
the wheel and the
rail
The higher contact
forces between
the wheel and the
rail

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

Death, system loss or
severe environmental Undesirable (ID)
damages.

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Reduce the
probability of
cupling failures by
a safety critical
evaluation during
the trip.

Tolerable (IIE)

The central buffer
coupler reduces
the reaction
between wagons.
The central buffer
Increasing of the
coupler reduces
maintenance costs of Undesirable (IIC)
the reaction
the rolling stock
between wagons
Increasing of the
infrasctructure acces Undesirable (IIIC)
fees
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Negligible (IIIE)

Negligible (IIIE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

PHA_208

Wrong
identification of
a cargo
container

UC3

Normal

PHA_209

Critical cargo
failure not
detected

UC3

Normal

PHA_210

Loss of a cargo
data packet

UC3

Normal

PHA_211

Failure of an
integrity node at

UC5

Normal

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Loss of cargo or not
adequate monitoring
Failure during the
of hazardorous cargo.
inauguration
Safety functionalities
proccess
in wOBU system
minimizes the hazard.

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Safety
functionalities
guarantees double
Tolerable (IIIC)
Negligible (IIIE)
check
inauguration
verification
Proccess to check
the timestamp
Failure of the
Loss of cargo,
and the correct
sensors installed in
probability of fire and Undesirable (ID)
performance of
Tolerable (IIID)
flammable goods
accident probability
the sensors. Safety
transportation
functionalities on
the move
Cargo issues not
detected. WOBU
Apart from
installed in all wagons
redundancy, reset,
Failure of a cargo
allow to detect the Undesirable (IIC)
or other safety
Tolerable (IVC)
node
problem minimizing
functionalities
the timing to
may be applied.
respond.
The node has to be
Continuous check
The node loses
reseted. wOBU can Undesirable (IIIB) of the node status Negligible (IVD)
communication
check the integrity by
by the wOBU
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

the middle of the
train

Failure of an
integrity node at
PHA_212
the head of the
train

PHA_213

OTI node
installation error

G A H2020 – 730617

UC5

UC5

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

with the wOBU of
its wagon.

connecting with the
adjacent wOBU.

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS
through safety
functionalities.

Due the node is
connected to the
wOBU in
electrified
wagons, the
system receives
the integrity data Negligible (IVC)
from the rest of
the composition
throrugh
redundancy and is
able to check
integrity

Normal

The node loses
communication
with the adjacent
one

Normal

The consequences
The OTI node
are minimized by the
Tagged last wagon
identifies as the
installing of a wOBU
wOBU as tail and
last wagon when it
in each wagon.
Undesirable (IID) safety protocols Negligible (IVD)
is not in the last
Anyway, the wOBU
minimized the
wagon
may send an incorrect
installation error.
status.

[Document Code]

Loss of the node but
the integrity data is
preserved by the
wOBU redundancy.

RISK
EVALUATION

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS
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Tolerable (IVC)

ID

PHA_214

DESCRIPTION

Invalid sent of
integrity

OTI Coordinator
node sends
PHA_215
integrity
information in
incorrect time

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC5

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Normal

The woBU keeps
Failure of the node
sending train integrity
which transmits a
confirmation when
non valid keep
the wagon could not
alive message
be working properly.

Normal

The wOBU may not
update safe train
composition until it
receives a new packet
in correct timing

[Document Code]

Failure of a data
packing or a
timestamp error
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RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Intolerable (IB)

Through
redundancy and
timestamp, wOBU
may detect an
inconsistent
message or a
message in
incorrect time.
Other wOBUs in
the nearest
electrified wagon
can detect the
problem and
report to the
monitoring system
through safety
functionalities

Tolerable (IIE)

Intolerable (IC)

WoBU installed in
several wagons
can reset the node
in a safety way.

Tolerable (IIE)

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

PHA_216

Repeated data
packet

UC5

Normal

PHA_217

Corrupted
messages
reception

UC5

Normal

PHA_218

Failure in wOBU
data
transmission

UC5

Normal

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

wOBU safety
The wOBU or nearest
functionalities
The node sends
wOBU may identify
may minimize the
the data packet
this two packets as Undesirable (IIIB)
Negligible (IIIE)
probability and
twice
continuous train
severity of this
integrity confirmation
occurrence.
The wOBU
installed in the
The wOBU receive a
nearest electrified
A malfunction of corrupt message and
wagon, may
the sensor which
is not able to
detect this corrupt
Intolerable (IB)
Negligible (IIIE)
send a corrupt
guarantee the
messages and
message
integrity of the
order a reset over
composition.
the node which
generates the
corrupt message.
Failure of the
Nearest wOBUs
The monitoring
wOBU equipment
can check the
system is not able to
or in the
integrity in case of
monitor the train
communication
Intolerable (IIB)
a wOBU failure.
Tolerable (IIE)
integrity from this
between wOBU
Furthermore, the
wOBU. In case of
and monitoring
interface between
safety critical
systems
wOBU and
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

scenarios, the train
could be stopped.

PHA_219

Unauthorized
access to
integrity
transmission
system

Integrity failure
when adding
PHA_220
new wagons to
the composition

G A H2020 – 730617

UC5

UC5

monitoring
systems has to be
safety-related.

Normal

The wOBU receives a
non-authentic
One of the
message that appears
integrity nodes is
to be authentic and
unauthorized
confirms train
accesed and sends integrity when the
incorrect integrity train integrity is not
messages
actually checked.
Compromise of the
system.

Intolerable (IB)

Normal

wOBU do not
receive the new
value of the train
length correctly.

An integrity alarm is
raised, and wOBU
communicate a Train
Integrity loss to the
monitoring systems.

Intolerable (IC)

[Document Code]
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CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

WOBU network
along the
infrastructure may
detect in a safe
manner when a
Tolerable (IVB)
node is
unauthorized and
acts again the
unauthorized
access.
Safety
functionalities
related to selfTolerable (IVB)
discovery of nodes
and wOBUs may
be implemented.

ID

PHA_221

PHA_222

DESCRIPTION

Failure in a node
discovery

Availability of
the positioning
under 95%

Status of wagon
not detected
PHA_223
during
inauguration

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC5

UC4

UC4

OPERATION
MODE

Degraded

CAUSE

RISK
EVALUATION

Degraded mode has
wOBU do not
to be activated to
identify a node as
recheck the
part of the
compositionautomati Undesirable (IIiC)
composition when
cally, requiring
it has to be in the
human intervention if
composition
necessary.

Normal

Positioning
sensors failure or
shadowed areas
for GNSS

Degraded

The positioning
status sensor is
not able to
transmit the
stopped/parked
status

[Document Code]

CONSEQUENCE

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Safety protocols
could minimize
human
intervention.

Negligible (IVD)

wOBU must
implement
alternative
positioning
Tolerable (IIID)
services based in
IMU sensors in
non-electrified
wagons
wOBU installed in
The wOBU do not
electrified wagons
receive the status of a
could reset the
wagon planned to be
positioning sensor
part of the
Undesirable (IIIB)
Tolerable (IVC)
minimize human
composition, so it can
intervention.
not validate
Human
inauguration.
intervention to
The monitoring
systems do not
receive availability
Undesirable (IIC)
confirmation of
positioning and raises
an alarm
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ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

check and validate
the status of the
wagon and the
sensors.

PHA_224

Position error >
5m

G A H2020 – 730617

UC4

Normal

[Document Code]

The nearest wOBU
Malfunction of the
detect a failure in the
sensor or wrong
position and, raise
calibration
and alarm.
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Tolerable (IIID)

The system has to
be calibrated
before the
inauguration
phase to maintain
accuracy. WOBU
can reset sensors
Negligible (IVD)
on the move to
avoid
malfunctioning
when an
inconsistent
message is
received.

ID

DESCRIPTION

Status of wagon
PHA_225 not detected on
the move

Communication
PHA_226 failure during an
emergency

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

UC4

All

OPERATION
MODE

RISK
EVALUATION

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

Normal

The positioning
status sensor is
not able to
transmit the
moving status

The wOBU do not
receive the status of a
wagon planned to be
part of the
composition, so it can
not validate
inauguration.

Intolerable (IIB)

Emergency

Malfunction of the
emergency alarms
and processes.

Loss of
communications.

Intolerable (IC)

[Document Code]
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CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS
The nearest wOBU
resets the sensors
and keep
maintenance
works. Safety and
security
functionalities has
to be activated.
Inspection and
preventive
maintenance of
alarm and
communication
systems in
emergency mode.
Safety
functionalities on
the move can
minimize the
hazard severity.

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Tolerable (IIE)

Tolerable (IIE)

ID

PHA_227

PHA_228

PHA_229

DESCRIPTION

Battery handling
issues

Loss of power in
non-electrified
wagons

Loss of power in
electrified
wagons

G A H2020 – 730617

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

All

All

All

OPERATION
MODE

Normal

Normal

Normal

[Document Code]

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

Overcharging of
batteries or
accidental rupture
of the battery cell

Loss of sensors that
can not be provided
by energy.

Intolerable (IC)

Failed or dead
battery

Failure in the sensor
detection and in case
of integrity nodes,
loss of
communications
which implies an
integrity loss

Intolerable (IC)

The wOBU sends an
alarm to the
Electrical failure in
monitoring system. A
a wagon due to an
loss of wOBU
overload
communication can
be produced.

Intolerable (IC)
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CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

Wagons which are
not electrified,
have to be
provided by
Tolerable (IVC)
continuous energy
harvesting system
to provide energy
Correct
maintenance of
batteries and
predictive
maintenance of
Tolerable (IVC)
the batteries of
the equipment.
Continuous energy
harvesting system
is needed.
The wOBU
network can
retrieve
Negligible (IVD)
monitoring data to
maintain the
information about

ID

DESCRIPTION

SUBSYSTEM/
USE CASE

OPERATION
MODE

CAUSE

CONSEQUENCE

RISK
EVALUATION

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS
the composition
status to the
monitoring
systems.

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]
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RISK
EVALUATION
AFTER
CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

G A H2020 – 730617

[Document Code]
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